
At Taylor & Francis, we’ve been publishing open access journals since 2006. In 2013, we complimented 
this service with our Open Access Book program. We have collaborated with researchers to build one of 
the largest open access book and chapter collections across all subjects in the humanities, social sciences, 
STEM, and behavioral sciences covered by Routledge, CRC Press, and our other imprints.

BENEFITS OF OPEN ACCESS BOOKS

» Anyone anywhere can access over 1400 full open access book titles through taylorfrancis.com.

» Share all open access book content with students and peers to maximize learning and collaboration.

» Each title is clearly marked with the open access symbol and Creative Commons license
information.

» All open access books and chapters undergo the same rigorous peer review, production process,
and formatting as our traditionally published titles.

» All titles are DRM-free and easily accessible on our platform with full usage reporting available.

SUPPORTING YOUR RESEARCHERS

» Taylor & Francis offers flexibility with our Open
Access Books Membership, a bespoke solution
to support researchers in publishing open
access, simplify the process of publishing OA for
authors, reduce administration for library staff,
and save with discounted publication charges.

» Discounts are offered to eligible researchers on
our standard Book Publishing Charges (BPCs).

SUPPORTING YOUR INSTITUTION

Benefits of an open access membership with 
Taylor & Francis include:

» A secure prepayment account with funds allocated
for book and chapter publishing charges.

» Discounts on the BPCs for open access book
content including chapters.

» Reduced administration of processing multiple
invoices.

» A dedicated and personalized open access page
on Routledge.com.

Our open access team can work with you  
to develop a solution that meets your needs. 

Get in touch today to learn more! 
Leah.Chaise@taylorandfrancis.com

MEMBERSHIP
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Our Open Access memberships offer librarians a 
bespoke solution to support your researchers in 
publishing Open Access. They simplify the process of 
publishing Open Access for authors and give you:

» Discounts on book publishing charges.

» More visibility of Open Access books and chapters
from your institution.

» Tools to raise the profile of your Open Access research.

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN AN OPEN 
ACCESS MEMBERSHIP?

Prepayment Account

Prepay money into a fund that allows eligible 
researchers to publish their book or chapter gold  
open access in the Taylor & Francis Open Access Books 
program. BPCs covered by the fund will receive a 
discount, with the level of discount determined by  
the amount of money you deposit into your account.

The funds in your prepayment account do not expire 
and can be withdrawn at any time.

Member Web Page

Promote your membership to researchers using your 
personalized page on Routledge.com.

The page acts as a portal for all open access research from 
your institution – providing increased visibility for the 
books and chapters published using membership funds.

We can also include eligibility criteria and other 
information authors need to publish their book or 
chapter open access at your institution to help 
increase awareness of the program.

HOW DO YOU SET UP AN OPEN ACCESS 
BOOKS MEMBERSHIP?
1. Get in touch with one of our open access team to

discuss your needs.

2. Decide the amount of funds you would like to add
to your prepayment account.

3. Once your prepayment account is finalized,
the institution will be asked to allocate a central
contact who will always be asked to authorise a BPC
(to check author affiliation etc) before we make a
deduction from the account.

AS OPEN ACCESS BOOKS CONTINUES  TO DEVELOP, WE 
KNOW YOU’LL HAVE QUESTIONS  

Visit the Taylor & Francis Open Access Books pages 
for everything including: Benefits of Open Access,  
Open Access Publishing Options, and Supporting  
Your Researchers.

Please visit https://librarianresources.
taylorandfrancis.com/product-info/open-access/
open-access-books-and-chapters 

Alternatively, feel free to email the team at  
oabooks@tandf.co.uk with any questions or queries.

Taylor & Francis are expanding their Open Access membership programme and are delighted to announce that 
memberships will now be applicable to Open Access Books.
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